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Abstract—API libraries provide thousands of APIs, and are essential in daily programming tasks. To understand their usages, it has long been a hot research topic to mine specifications that formally define legal usages for APIs. Furthermore, researchers are working on many other research topics on APIs. Although the research on APIs is intensively studied, many fundamental questions on APIs are still open. For example, the answers to open questions, such as which format can naturally define API usages and in which case, are still largely unknown. We notice that many such open questions are not concerned with concrete usages of specific APIs, but usages that describe how to use different types of APIs. To explore these questions, in this paper, we conduct an empirical study on API usages, with an emphasis on how different types of APIs are used. Our empirical results lead to nine findings on API usages. For example, we find that single-type usages are mostly strict orders, but multi-type usages are more complicated since they include both strict orders and partial orders. Based on these findings, for the research on APIs, we provide our suggestions on the four key aspects such as the challenges, the importance of different API elements, usage patterns, and pitfalls in designing evaluations. Furthermore, we interpret our findings, and present our insights on data sources, extraction techniques, mining techniques, and formats of specifications for the research of mining specifications.

Index Terms—API usage, mining specification, empirical study.

1 INTRODUCTION

As a successful example of information hiding [54], Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are widely used in the modern software industry. Although reusing APIs reduces programming effort, researchers and practitioners complain that APIs are often poorly documented [61] and difficult to use [46]. After decades of development, software repositories accumulate many source files that illustrate API usages. In recent years, it has been a hot research topic to mine specifications from such source files, and a mined specification defines the legal sequences or the invariants (e.g., preconditions) for calling APIs. Robillard et al. [60] present a comprehensive survey on this research direction. These approaches mine many specifications in various formats (e.g., frequent call sequences [90], automata [5], temporal logics [76], and graphs [50]), and researchers have applied such mined specifications in detecting bugs [29], monitoring anomaly behaviors [19], and recommending code samples [90]. Besides mining specifications, researchers have proposed other approaches that assist programming with APIs more effectively. For example, researchers have proposed approaches that update API calls from an obsolete version to a recent version [10], [81] and migrate API calls across languages [47], [89].

Although the research on APIs is intensively studied, many fundamental questions are still not fully explored. For example, in literature, researchers proposed approaches that mine two types of specifications: single-type specifications that define API usages of individual API classes (e.g., [92]), and multiple-type specifications that define API usages of multiple API classes (e.g., [90]). However, the two types of approaches are never compared with each other, and researchers even do not know which specifications fit their needs. As another example, researchers have proposed approaches that update API calls from an obsolete version to a recent version. In their evaluations, most approaches (e.g., [10]) present their effectiveness in updating individual libraries. Until now, researchers do not know whether multiple libraries are typically used in the same piece of code. If they are, evaluating on individual libraries is insufficient to prove the effectiveness of proposed approaches. In total, our study explored the following six research questions:

- What is the role of API fields and static API elements?
- Which is the best format to define API usages?
- What is the right tradeoff between single-type usages and multiple-type usages?
- To what degree do programmers work with APIs from different libraries?
- What are the proper lengths for API usages?
- How frequently are APIs used?

Section 3.1 presents the details of the above research questions, and Section 3.2 analyzes the significance of these research questions, as far as mining specification is concerned.

Benefits. It is desirable to answer the above research questions, and the benefits are as follows:

Benefit 1. With the answers to the above questions, researchers can make better choices, when they design their approaches or evaluations in future work. In addition, researchers can also revisit and tune their proposed approaches, according to the answers.

Benefit 2. With the answers to the above questions, researchers can rethink whether the answers are consistent with their intuitions. Indeed, an inconsistency can indicate a neglected problem, which may need further exploration. For example, many approaches (e.g., [90]) mine multiple-type specifications as sequences. As Finding 6 shows that graphs are more suitable to encode multiple-type usages, researchers can extend their approaches with graphs.

As APIs are many and complicated, even experienced programmers may not fully understand their usages. To deepen the knowledge on APIs, researchers have conducted empirical studies (see Section 7 for details), but prior studies do not touch our open questions. In addition, some empirical studies (e.g., [66]) were manually analyzed, which can be biased and does not scale. To answer the open questions, it is desirable to automate the process.
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Challenges. Intuitively, as specifications formally define API usages, analyzing mined specifications can provide valuable hints to the open questions. However, it is difficult to answer the open questions in this way, due to the following challenges: Challenge 1. It is difficult to analyze mined specifications, since they are in various formats and are difficult to obtain. Furthermore, Robillard et al. [60] show that many mined specifications are false. It can be nontrivial to identify correct specifications. Challenge 2. It is insufficient and biased to analyze mined specifications. As discussed before, researchers often rely on their personal experience to design their approaches. The limitation or bias in their personal experience can lead to bias in analysis results. For example, Zhong et al. [92] rely on a template to mine specifications for resources (e.g., files and database connections). Figure 1(a) shows the template, and it defines the typical actions such as creation, lock, manipulation, unlock, and closure. For a resource, Zhong et al. [92] link its methods to corresponding actions, when they infer its specification. For example, Figure 1(b) shows an inferred specification for the LOB resource. If we analyze specifications mined by Zhong et al. [92], we can obtain only the knowledge on resources, since all their specifications are inferred from a resource template.

Our insight. Instead of analyzing mined specifications, we extract API usages directly from client code. As we do not analyze the mined specifications of specific approaches, we eliminate the bias inside selected mining approaches. Furthermore, we notice that the open questions in Section 3.1 are not concerned with usages of specific concrete APIs, but how to use different types of APIs. For example, if we divide API usages into single-type usages and multiple-type usages, it becomes feasible to answer which is more common and in which cases.

Our contribution. In this paper, we implemented a tool that analyzes how programmers use different types of APIs. With its support, we conducted an empirical study on API usages. Our study leads to the following results:

- Usage patterns. Strict orders and partial orders roughly divide API usages into two halves (Finding 4). Single-type usages and multi-type usages are equivalently common (Finding 5). Most single-type usages are strict orders, but multi-type usages include as many strict orders as partial orders (Finding 6). API usages typically are short but with some quite long outliers, and partial orders are often longer than strict orders (Finding 8).
- Evaluation. Most usages call no more than two libraries, and when more than one library is called, one of them is typically J2SE (Finding 7). As a result, although evaluating individual libraries can lose many usages, it is sufficient to add J2SE to individual libraries, when researchers design evaluations.

More specifically, in Section 6, we present the interpretation of our findings, as far as mining specifications is concerned. The other sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of our study. Section 3 introduces our research goal. Section 4 presents our analysis methodology. Section 5 presents our empirical study. Section 7 presents related work. Section 8 concludes and discusses the future work.

2 Mining Specification

As introduced in Section 1, many papers on APIs are related to mining specifications. In this section, for the research in mining specifications, we briefly introduce its data sources (Section 2.1), techniques (Section 2.2), and mined specifications (Section 2.3).

2.1 Data Source

Definition 1. An Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of visible code elements provided by frameworks or libraries, and such frameworks or libraries are called API libraries. The code of API library is called API code.

For most commercial libraries, API code is not available. Most approaches consider API code as a black box, with only several exceptions (e.g., [12], [91]).

Definition 2. Client code is application code that reuses or extends code elements provided by API libraries.

The definitions of API code and client code are relative to each other. For example, Lucene uses classes and methods provided by J2SE so we consider Lucene as client code and J2SE as API code, when we analyze the code of Lucene. Meanwhile, Nutch uses classes and methods provided by Lucene, so we consider Nutch as client code and Lucene as API code, when we analyze the code of Nutch. The following code further illustrates the concept:

```java
1: import java.io.BufferedReader;
2: import java.io.BufferedWriter;
3: import java.io.InputStream;
4: import java.io.OutputStream;
5: import java.io.PrintStream;
6: import java.net.ServerSocket;
7: import java.net.Socket;
8: public static void main(...) {...}
9: 
10: ServerSocket s = new ServerSocket(8080);
11: Socket socket = s.accept();
12: BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(
13:   new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));
14: PrintStream pw = new PrintStream(new PrintWriter(
15:   new OutputStreamWriter(socket.getOutputStream())),
16:   true);
```

14: while(true){
15:     String str = br.readLine();...
16:     pw.println("Message Received");
17:     pw.flush();
18: }
19:...
20:     br.close();
21:     pw.close();
22: socket.close();
23:     s.close();...
24:}

If we consider the above code as a piece of client code, the bold code elements are API elements, since they are imported from a third-party library, J2SE.

**Definition 3.** An API usage is the way to call API code, which includes its call sequences or invariants.

The above code illustrates the two types of API usages: Lines 10 to 23 show the legal call sequences to implement a server, and Line 10 shows an invariant for the `ServerSocket` method. Ernst *et al.* [17] define an invariant as a property that holds at a certain point or points in a program. When calling the above API method, programmers typically set the port number (the parameter) as 8080. As many approaches (e.g., [17]) mine invariants according to their frequencies, they can mine `parameter = 8080` as an invariant, when calling the above method. Except several exceptions (e.g., [53, 92]), most existing approaches mine specifications from client code. In particular, API usages are extracted through the following sources:

1. **Source code.** Some tools (e.g., [90]) statically analyze source files of client code to extract API usages. Due to the complexity of code, static approaches can produce infeasible call sequences or values. For example, an early version of MAPO [80] can extract call sequences from both `if`-clauses and `else`-clause, and thus extracts infeasible call sequences. However, it is easier for static analysis to extract all the API usages from a piece of client code.

2. **Trace.** Some tools (e.g., [5]) instrument client code or API code. After that, they execute client code with various input values, and the instrumented code records API usages. Although API usages in traces are accurate, it can lose some API usages, due to the difficulty to prepare sufficient test cases.

3. **Bytecode.** Some tools (e.g., [51]) statically analyze bytecode of client code to extract API usages. It is simpler to analyze bytecode than source code, but analyzing bytecode has its unique challenges. For example, Meng and Miller [40] complain that bytecode can have non-code bytes, missing symbols, and overlapping instructions, which complicate the analysis.

All the three sources have their advantages and disadvantages. Despite of the different sources, when extracting API usages, existing tools record method sequences (e.g., [5, 90]), graphs (e.g., [50]), or occurrence sets [42]. Although it is easier to store call sequences, graphs can better present API usages in some cases. For example, in the above code, if we record API usages in chronological order, the called API methods in Line 12 are before the called API methods in Line 13. However, even if the order of the two lines is changed, the semantic of the code remains the same. Acharya *et al.* [2] show that graphs are natural to define the above usage, since it is a partial order.

### 2.2 Mining Technique

Researchers have proposed various mining techniques that mine specifications [60], and the definition is as follow:

**Definition 4.** A specification defines a type of legal API usages (e.g., legal call sequences or invariants).

An API usage can be either legal or illegal, but common API usages are likely to be legal usages. As a result, most existing techniques are Apriori-based [4]. In this paper, we classify existing mining techniques into the following categories:

1. **Sequential pattern mining.** From multiple sequences of observations, the sequential pattern mining techniques [3] discover the subsequences that frequently appear in observed sequences. For mining specifications, existing approaches (e.g., [90]) consider extracted call sequences as their observations, and mine frequently called sequences of API methods.

2. **Grammatical inference.** From multiple sequences of observations, the grammatical inference techniques [14] learn a formal grammar or a finite state machine that accounts for the characteristic of observations. For mining specifications, most approaches (e.g., [5]) use the k-tail algorithm [7] to learn automata from called sequences of API methods.

3. **Frequent subgraph mining.** The frequent subgraph mining techniques [82] mine frequent subgraphs that appear in the observed graphs. For mining specifications, existing approaches (e.g., [50]) extract graphs from client code, and discover frequent subgraphs as graph patterns. Robillard *et al.* [60] point out that graphs and automata are equivalent for mined specifications. However, their underlying techniques are different. The grammatical inference techniques recover automata from call sequences, while the graph mining techniques identify subgraphs from graphs.

4. **Frequent itemset mining.** From a large set of transaction items, the frequent itemset mining techniques [8] discover items whose frequencies are more than a predefined threshold. In literature, existing approaches (e.g., [29, 42, 70]) mine API calls that often appear in the same piece of code or the same revision.

Besides the above major techniques, researchers have proposed other in-house techniques to mine specifications. Robillard *et al.* [60] present a comprehensive review on the research in this line. For example, Kremenek *et al.* [25] define a template for API usages, and use the factor graph techniques [35] to build specifications that fit the predefined template.

### 2.3 Mined Specification

Figure 2 shows six example mined specifications in the literature. In particular, Figures 2(a) to 2(c) define legal call sequences of methods, and Figure 2(f) defines legal relations of runtime values. Mined specifications have the following benefits:
1. Specifications concisely define API usages. As specifications summarize usages from many code samples, programmers can understand API usages without reading many code samples one by one. Although specifications can lose details, existing approaches (e.g., [90]) can recommend their related code samples.

2. Specifications reflect ideal API usages. Technically, mined specifications do not exactly repeat API usages that are extracted from client code. Instead, many details can be filtered. For example, sequential pattern mining and graph mining ignore observations whose frequencies are lower than a predefined threshold. As another example, Ammons et al. [5] point out that their underlying k-tail algorithm [7] can ignore some sequences that do not fit the learnt automata. It is reasonable to ignore some details, since such details are relevant to only specific implementation purposes. As specifications ignore such details, they reflect ideal API usages, which are focused and easier to understand.

As shown in Figure 2, most approaches mine specifications that define legal call sequences of APIs. It needs quite different techniques to analyze call sequences and invariants. Our study focuses on call sequences to cover more relevant questions. We further discuss this issue in Section 8.

3 RESEARCH GOAL

Our research goal is to provide insights on how to improve the research on APIs. Instead of specific APIs, to achieve our research goal, we need to analyze common ways to call different types of API elements. Here, API elements refer to classes, methods, and fields that are declared by API libraries and called by client code.

In this section, we break our research goal into six research questions about API usages (Section 3.1), and then analyze the significance of the research questions, as far as the research on mining specifications is concerned (Section 3.2).

3.1 Research Question

In our study, we have the following research questions:

RQ1. What is the role of API fields and static API elements?

We notice that researchers typically focus on only API instance methods. For example, all the specifications in Figure 2 define method usages, silently neglecting fields. Many researchers believe that fields are seldom used, since the information hiding principle does not recommend direct accesses on fields. However, we argue that we still need more evidences to fully understand the importance of fields and static code elements. In addition, static API methods often have quite different usages from instance API methods. For example, calling an instance method often changes the states of its declaring type, but calling a static method often does not change the states of its declaring type. The difference can lead to their different usages. A simple way to answer the problem is to count corresponding API elements, but this way is indirect and does not reflect their true usages. Instead, we analyze client code to provide our direct answers.

RQ2. Which is the best format to define API usages?

As shown in Figure 2, researchers have mined specifications in various formats (e.g., frequent call sequences, automata, and graphs). However, it is still unclear which is the best format to define API usages, and in which cases. Some researchers believe that the choice of formats is subjective. However, we argue that there may be some objective measures to determine the formats. For example, Acharya et al. [2] proposed an approach that mines partial-order specifications, and Figure 3 shows an example of their mined specifications. The specification shows that XFreeGC and XCloseDisplay are in a strict order, and XSelectInput and XMapWindow are in a partial order. In this example, sequences naturally define strict orders, but graphs naturally define partial orders. To answer the research question, we build API graphs (Section 4.2), and count how many built graphs illustrate partial orders, i.e., having branches.

RQ3. What is the right tradeoff between single-type usages and multiple-type usages?

In this paper, we define single-type API usages as usages that involve individual API classes, and multi-type API usages as usages that involve multiple API classes. Intuitively, multi-type API usages can be more useful, since corresponding specifications describe API usages of multiple classes and such usages are less documented. However, researchers often have to make a trade-off, since the multi-type analysis is more expensive than the single-type analysis. For example, when Moreno et al. [43] propose an approach that extracts code samples from the client code of a given method. When extracting code samples, they approach uses a static slicer [73] to compute an intra-procedural, backward slice of the given method. To answer the research question, we count how many API usages involve single types or multiple types.

RQ4. To what degree do programmers work with APIs from different libraries?

It is widely known that programmers use more than an API library in a project, but it is less unknown how programmers use APIs from different libraries. For example, it is unclear whether programmers typically use APIs within individual libraries, or use APIs from different libraries closely to implement complicated functionalities. The difference can have impacts on how to evaluate proposed approaches. Although conducting evaluations on individual libraries is clear to present results, many interesting findings may be neglected, if programmers frequently use APIs from different libraries closely in practice. To answer the research question, we count how many API usages involve single libraries or multiple libraries.

RQ5. What are the proper lengths for API usages?

It is largely unknown how lengthy API usages can be. The answer to this research question can improve existing approaches. For example, researchers (e.g., [37]) proposed various code search engines that recommend code samples for APIs. If most API usages are lengthy, it can improve their effectiveness to recommend long code samples. In this paper, we present our insights by analyzing the sizes of API graphs.

RQ6. How frequently are APIs used?

 Researchers still do not fully understand how frequently programmers use APIs. Thummalapenta and Xie [69] provide an indirect answer, since they find that even popular API libraries have unpopular API classes. Their results do not indicate that unpopular APIs are useless, since with the evolution of software, unpopular APIs can become popular. For example, the latest API library can implement many new APIs. When the new APIs are just released, we typically cannot find their client code, but later they can become popular. The question matters, since client code is a common source for the research on APIs. If many APIs are
unpopular, researchers can consider other sources. In this paper, we present the frequencies of called APIs to answer the question.

3.2 The Significance of the RQs

Figure 4 shows the significance of our research questions, in the context of mining specifications. Based on the major steps of mining specifications (see Section 2 for details), we list four key components such as data sources, extraction techniques, mining techniques, and formats of specifications. Our research questions cover all the four components:

1. Data source. RQs 4 and 6 are concerned with the data sources of mining specifications. For example, when evaluating their specification mining approaches, some researchers (e.g., [18]) consider method calls of all third-party libraries as API method calls, and other researchers (e.g., [2]) focus on only individual API libraries. If programmers often closely use APIs from different libraries in a code snippet, it is more reasonable to consider all third-party libraries than specific libraries in evaluations. As another example, if many APIs do not have sufficient client code for mining, it is worthy to explore other data sources (e.g., [92]).

2. Extraction techniques. RQs 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are concerned with the extraction techniques of mining specifications. For example, when extracting API usages, most approaches ignore API fields. If fields play an important role, it is reasonable to consider API fields for extraction techniques. As another example, it needs much different techniques to extract API usages from other sources (e.g., documents) than client code.

3. Mining techniques. RQs 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are concerned with the mining techniques of mining specifications. For example, Robillard et al. [60] show that only 7 out of 33 surveyed approaches mine multi-type specifications, due to the complexity of mining such specifications. If we understand in which cases multi-type usages frequently occur, we can design corresponding techniques for such cases. As another example, researchers (e.g., [18], [26]) proposed approaches that combine small specifications into longer ones. The answer to the lengths of API usages can reveal the boundary of such approaches.

4. Formats of specifications. RQs 1 and 2 are concerned with the formats of mined specifications. Based on the formats of mined specifications, Zhong et al. [22] divide approaches for mining legal call sequences into sequence-based approaches and automaton-based approaches. In their taxonomy, mined sequences include logic and sequence diagrams. For example, Wasylkowski et al. [77] propose an approach that mines frequent call sequences, and then extend their approach to mine CTLs [75]. According to the taxonomy of Zhong et al. [22], the above two approaches are sequence-based. Robillard et al. [60] claim that automaton specifications and graph specifications are equivalent, so we use graph-based approaches to denote approaches that mine automata or graphs. The key difference between the two types of specifications is their capability to define partial orders. For example, in the sample code of Section 2, it is allowed to change the call sequence of Lines 12 and 13. It is quite difficult to define the call relation between the two lines as a strict order, but it is straightforward to define it as a partial order. The difference can partially explain why researchers (e.g., Pradel and Gross [57]) observed that some call sequences are incidental in traces. The answers to the research questions can define proper formats under different scenarios.

Section 5 presents our major findings, and we further interpret our findings for mining specifications, in Section 6.

4 METHODOLOGY

This section introduces our dataset (Section 4.1) and our major steps (Section 4.2).

4.1 Dataset

Table 1 shows our subjects. The jfreechart project is from SourceForge and the other five projects are from Apache. We selected these projects, since they are widely used. In addition, to reduce the bias on specific software, we selected projects from various categories such as databases, servers, platforms, and API libraries. Column “LOC” lists lines of code. To ensure the representativeness of our subjects, we select both small and large projects, and the largest project has more than a million lines of code. We consider source files of these subjects as client code. Column “#AL” lists used API libraries. We identify these API libraries from build configuration files of these projects. In total, these projects use 148 unique API libraries. Column “Description” lists descriptions of our subject projects.

4.2 Support Tool

We implemented a tool to support our study, and it has the following major functionalities:

1. Building dependency graphs. In the graph theory, label graphs are an important type of graphs, and its definition is as follow:

\[ \text{Definition 5. A labeled graph is defined as } g = (V, E, \mu, \nu), \]  

where \( V \) is a set of vertices; \( E \subseteq V \times V \) is a set of edges; \( \mu : V \rightarrow L_V \) is a function that assigns labels to vertices; and \( \nu : E \rightarrow L_E \) is a function that assigns labels to edges.

From the view of the graph theory, a dependency graph is a labeled graph, and its definition is as follow:

Definition 6. A dependency graph is a labeled graph $g = \langle V, E, \mu_0, v_0 \rangle$, where $V$ is a set of code instructions; $E \subseteq V \times V$ is a set of edges that denote data dependency or control dependency; $\mu_0 : V \rightarrow L_V$ is a function that assigns full names to vertices; and $v_0 : E \rightarrow L_E$ is \emptyset.

Our tool uses WALA\textsuperscript{5} to build a dependency graph for each client method. As explained in the manual of WALA\textsuperscript{5} in a dependency graph, each node denotes an instruction in a language that is close to the JVM bytecode. When building dependency graphs, WALA supports both intra-procedure and inter-procedure analysis. Its inter-procedure analysis typically produces larger dependency graphs than its intra-procedure analysis, since it explores internal structures of called client methods. Although larger graphs better reflect API usages from the view of machines, the inter-procedure analysis has negative impacts on analyzing API usages. For example, a client method ($m$) may be called by many client methods ($M$). If we apply inter-procedure analysis, the dependency graph of the client method ($g$) will appear in dependency graphs of all the methods in $M$. As a result, the frequency of $g$ becomes high (at least $|M| + 1$ times), which can be surprising, since such usages may not be common. To reduce the bias, like other approaches (e.g., \cite{90}), our tool applies only intra-procedure analysis. The strategy does not lose any information, since it builds dependency graphs for all client methods. Section 5.7 further discusses this issue.

2. Encoding API graphs. Based on our inspection on the open questions in Section 3.1, we notice that the open questions are not concerned with the usages of specific APIs, but the general trends of using different types of APIs. To capture the usages of different APIs, our tool builds an API graph from each dependency graph, and its definition is as follows:

Definition 7. An API graph is a labeled graph $g = \langle V, E, \mu_1, v_1 \rangle$, where $V$ is a set of API elements; $E \subseteq V \times V$ is a set of dependencies; and $\mu_1$ and $v_1$ are defined as follows:

$$\mu_1(v) = \begin{cases} \text{im}, & \text{if } v \text{ is an instance method.} \\ \text{sm}, & \text{if } v \text{ is a static method.} \\ \text{if}, & \text{if } v \text{ is an instance field.} \\ \text{sf}, & \text{if } v \text{ is a static field.} \end{cases}$$

$$v_1((v_i, v_j)) = \begin{cases} \text{sc}, & \text{if } v_i \text{ and } v_j \text{ are declared by the same API class.} \\ \text{sl}, & \text{if } v_i \text{ and } v_j \text{ are declared by the same library, but not the same class.} \\ \text{dl}, & \text{if } v_i \text{ and } v_j \text{ are declared by different API libraries.} \end{cases}$$

Given a dependency graph $g = \langle V, E, \mu_0, v_0 \rangle$, our tool builds its API graph $g' = \langle V', E', \mu_1, v_1 \rangle$ with the following steps:

(1) If $v \in V$ and $v$ is an API element, it adds $v$ to $V'$ and assign its label as $\mu_1(v)$, and if $v$ is not an API element, it ignores $v$.

(2) If $\exists (v_1, v_2), \ldots, (v_n, v_m) \in E$, $v_1$ and $v_m$ are API elements, and $v_2, \ldots, v_{m-1}$ are not API elements, it adds $(v_1, v_m)$ to $E'$.

(3) It assigns labels to nodes and edges, according to Definition 7.

As the sequential rule of calling methods after calling constructors is less interesting, we ignore constructors. Indeed, as constructors are not instance methods nor static methods, our built API graphs do not include constructors.

Our tool uses ASM\textsuperscript{7} to analyze the bytecode of API libraries. If a code element of an API library is public, it adds the code element to an API list. When analyzing client code, our tool compares the full name of a called code element with the API list to determine whether it is an API element. If a code element does not appear in the API list, we consider it as a client-code element.

3. Clustering. During the analysis process, we have to cluster data, according to our research questions. For example, to explore RQ1, we cluster client code methods into categories, based on how they call different types of API elements. In data mining, the cluster analysis \cite{6} is the task that groups items into categories according to the similarity between items. As the cluster analysis meets our requirement, in this study, we use the traditional kmeans clustering to build clusters, and the Silhouette analysis \cite{62} to determine the number of clusters. To reduce superficial conclusions, we remove categories whose items are fewer than a hundred after clustering. For example, when we analyze RQ1 for each API library, we do not consider API libraries whose calls are fewer than a hundred.

Some data are time series data. For example, Figure 8 shows called API classes per API graph, which can be considered as time series data. To cluster such data, we use the derivative dynamic time warping \cite{24} to calculate their similarity values.

For two time series such as $P = p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_t$, and $Q = q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_j$, a warping path $W$ is a contiguous set of mappings between $P$ and $Q$:

$$W = w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k, \ldots, w_m, \max(m, n) \leq u \leq m + n$$

The problem of calculating the distance between $P$ and $Q$ is then reduced to searching for the path that minimizes the warping cost:

$$\text{dis}(P, Q) = \min \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i \right\}$$

Researchers have proposed various approaches that handle the problem (e.g., slope weighting \cite{64} and step patterns \cite{45}). While most previous approaches use the Euclidean distance, the derivative dynamic time warping \cite{24} compares the estimated derivatives of two points to calculate their distance. The estimated derivative of a point $q$ is defined as follow:

$$d_q(q) = \frac{(q_i - q_{i-1}) + ((q_{i+1} - q_{i-1})/2)}{2}$$

Intuitively, an estimated derivative denotes the slope of the point to its left and right neighbors. As a result, a low distance indicates that two compared time series have similar shapes.

5. Empirical Result

We used our tool to analyze the projects in Table 1, and present our findings for the open question listed in Section 3.1.

5.1 RQ1. Field and Static Code Element

We used our tool to build an API graph for each client method in Table 1. Based on built graphs, we calculated the distribution of static methods, instance methods, static fields, and instance fields. Figure 5 shows the distribution. Based on the result, we come to the first finding:

Finding 1. Static API methods are frequently called. In total, more than 30% called elements are static API elements.

In total, we find that about one third of called code elements are static. API libraries typically do not declare so many static code elements. For example, for J2SE, the distribution of its declared code elements is as follows:

Here, the colors of the bars are of the same meanings as Figure 5. As shown in the above bar graph, most declared code elements in J2SE are instance methods. The difference between declared code elements and called code elements indicates that static code elements are more frequently called than instance code elements. We notice that a code element is often declared as static, so that it is easily called in different contexts. The design choice may explain why static code elements are frequently called.

We further analyze the distribution of static code elements per library. For this research question, the features of a library include its occurrences of static methods, instance methods, static fields, and instance fields. Under the guide of the Silhouette analysis, we classify libraries into six categories. In each category, the occurrences of API calls (e.g., the calls of static API methods) are similar. Based on the results, we find that in 80.0% of libraries, programmers call much more instance elements than static elements, and in the remaining 20% of libraries, programmers call half of their static elements and half of their instance elements roughly. An extreme library is JUnit[9] and in total, 94.6% of its called elements are static. As a testing framework, JUnit declares many static methods. For example, the Assert class[10] declares nine static methods, and this class is called by most test cases. This design choice can explain why so many static code elements are called for JUnit.

Based on Figure 5, we come to the second finding:

**Finding 2.** Methods are more frequently called than fields. In total, more than 80% called elements are methods.

We further analyzed the distribution for each library, and we find that most libraries call much more methods than fields, except the two libraries such as antlr[8] and uima[11]. For most libraries, it is reasonable to focus on only API methods, but we sill find several anomalies that need specific treatments.

To understand the role of fields and methods, we classify API graphs based on their nodes and edges. For each API graph, we generate a seven-bit key in the following format:

\[
\text{im sm if sf sc st dl}
\]


The bits are of the same meanings as they are in Definition 7. Each bit is either 0 or 1, where 1 denotes that the graph has the corresponding type of nodes or edges and 0 denotes no such type of nodes or edges. For example, the key, “1000100”, denotes that a graph has only instance methods that are declared by the same class. During our classification, we put graphs with the same key into the same category, and use the key to name the category. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) shows the classification results for strict orders and partial orders, respectively. Here, we use strict orders to denote API graphs without branches, and partial orders to denote API graphs with branches. In the two figures, the horizontal axes list percentages from graphs in the corresponding category to the total graphs, and the vertical axes list keys of categories. The “total” line shows the result, when classify strict orders and partial orders of all the seven projects altogether. The keys of the vertical axes are in a descending order of the “total” line. The boxplots show the quartiles, when we classify strict orders and partial orders of the seven projects separately. To save space, we do not present categories whose percent is less than 0.1%.

In summary, for RQ1, our results show that (1) static methods are frequently called; (2) fields are less called than methods; and (3) fields are more related to partial orders than strict orders.

### 5.2 RQ2. The Format to Encode API Usage

We classify API graphs into three categories, and Figure 7 shows the result. In particular, “1node” denotes graphs with only a
node; “strict order” denotes graphs without branches; and “partial order” denotes graphs with branches. In about one third of API graphs, each graph calls only an API element. From such graphs, we randomly selected 100 samples. Although our samples are insufficient to present the real distribution, after manual inspection, we identify the following cases:

1. **No sequential rules.** For example, the `Math` class of J2SE declares tens of numeric methods. These methods do not have any sequential rules, and are often called individually by client code. Please note that we focus on legal call sequences. Even if a method does not have any sequential rules, it can follow other rules such as invariants. For example, the following code throw an exception:

```java
1: public static void main(...)
2:     
3:     Random r = ... ...
4:     int rand = r.nextDouble(-1);
5: }
```

The error message says “bound must be positive”. Although the `nextDouble` method does not have any sequential rules, it requires that its input value must be positive. As introduced in Section 4.2, our built API graphs do not include constructors. Although a constructor is called to construct a Random object, its API graph has only a node. As a result, we put it into the “1 node” category.

2. **Extended Types.** We notice that programmers can override APIs. For example, the following code extends the `FileOutputStream` class:

```java
1: public class SortedFileOutputStream extends
2:     FileOutputStream {
3:     private final File logFile;
4:     @Override
5:     public void write(byte[]) b throws IOException{
6:         if (sb == null){
7:             sb = new StringBuffer();
8:         }
9:         sb.append(new String(b, off, len));
10:     }
11:     ... ...
12: }
```

In the above example, the overridden method is as follow:

```java
1: public void write(byte b[]) throws IOException {
2:     writeBytes(b, 0, b.length, append);
3: }
```

In the `SortedFileOutputStream` class, programmers override the above method to append the input value to a string.

3. **Wrappers.** We notice that programmers can implement wrappers for APIs. For example, a wrapper is as follow:

```java
1: public class LogFile {
2:     private final FileOutputStream fileOutputStream;
3:     public append(String log){
4:         if (fileOutputStream!=null) return;
5:         try {
6:             fileOutputStream.write(log.getBytes());
7:         } catch (IOException e) { ... ...
8:         }
9:     }
10: ...
11: ...
12: }
```

In the above code, programmers implement a wrapper, and in Lines 3 to 10, the `append` method exposes the `write` method.

When client code calls the methods of the `FileOutputStream` class, it typically follows some sequential rules (e.g., `write → flush → close`) to avoid resource leaks. From the viewpoint of an intra-procedural analysis, the usages in extended types and wrappers are partial. As a result, it is infeasible to discover full usages from extended types or wrappers, if they are not called by other client code.

---

**Finding 4.** Sequences and graphs can naturally encode the usages for a half of API graphs.

Although sequences can encode only a half of API usages, it is popular for its simplicity. As sequences have simpler structures, it is easier to mine specifications from sequences than from graphs. In addition, after specifications are mined, it is also easier to detect the violations of sequences than the violations of graphs.

We further analyze this issue by comparing the top ten categories in Figure 6(a) with the top ten categories of Figure 6(b). We find that six categories appear in both lists. API usages in these categories include both strict orders and partial orders. For example, “0100100” ranks the second in Figure 6(a) and the eighth in Figure 6(b). It indicates that when static methods are called between classes, they can be called in either strict orders or partial orders, and both cases are common. The other four categories appear only in one list. For example, “1000101” ranks the third in Figure 6(a) but the thirteenth in Figure 6(b). It indicates that when instance methods are called among different classes, the usage is more likely a strict order than a partial order.

In summary, we find that strict orders and partial orders are half-and-half. The distribution may explain why sequence-based approaches and graph-based approaches are both popular.

5.3 RQ3. Single and Multiple Type Usage

For each API graph, we calculated its number of involved API classes, and Figure 7 shows the result. Its horizontal axis lists number of called classes per API graph, and its vertical axis lists corresponding percent. We find that about half of the API graphs call only a class. The result indicates that multi-type usages and single-type usages are both common. In addition, we find that API usages typically do not involve many classes, since Figure 8 show that most API graphs have fewer than eight classes.

We further analyze this issue for each library. As the data in Figure 8 are time series data, we use dynamic time warping to calculate the similarity values, and classify libraries into two categories: 67.8% of libraries follow the below pattern:

In the above pattern, most API graphs involve two API classes. In the remaining libraries, most API graphs involve only one API class, and the pattern is as follows:

Although most libraries follow the first pattern, the top two frequent libraries, J2SE and JUnit, follow the second pattern. As a result, the trends in Figure 8 are more like the second pattern. Based on the observations, we come to our fifth finding:

Finding 5. Single-type usages and multi-type usages are both common. For libraries such as J2SE and JUnit, single-type usages are slightly more than multi-type usages.

We further analyze this issue on the categories of Figure 6. The API graphs of single-type usages have only “1” edges, so their keys end with “100”. In Figure 6(a), the keys of three categories end with “100”, and their ranks are the first, the second, and the fourteenth. In Figure 6(b), the key of only one category ends with “100”, and it’s rank is sixth. The API graphs of multi-type usages have other key patterns. We find both Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) have such patterns. Our observations lead to our sixth finding:

Finding 6. Single-type usages have more strict orders than multi-type usages.

In summary, according to our results, sequence-based approaches are sufficient to mine single-type specifications, but multi-type specifications need more advanced techniques. Most libraries have as many multi-type usages as single-type usages.

5.4 RQ4. Inter Library Usage

For each API graph, we calculated its number of called API libraries, and Figure 9 shows the distribution. Its horizontal axis lists number of called libraries for each API graph, and its vertical axis lists corresponding percent. We find that more than 80% of API graphs call only an API library in total. Section 5.4 shows that when a type extends an API type or when a type implements a wrapper for an API type, the type can implement methods that call single API method. As API graphs built from these methods do not illustrate API usages, if we ignore such cases in Figure 9 about half of API graphs call only an API library.

We further analyze this issue for each library, as we did in the previous sections. We find that 46.7% of libraries follow the below pattern that is similar to Figure 9:

The remaining libraries follow the below pattern, where most API graphs call two libraries:

Many researchers (e.g., [2]) evaluate their approaches on individual libraries. Although many usages call individual libraries, about forty percent of the total usages call multiple libraries. For these usages, if we restrict our approaches on individual libraries, we can extract only partial usages, which can reduce
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the effectiveness of our approach. For example, Acharya et al. [3] mine partial orders of API methods. When they evaluate their approach on individual libraries, they can ignore frequent call pairs between two libraries. After manual inspection, we identify the following ways when multiple libraries are called together.

1. Input values. The input value of a library can be declared by another library. The following code illustrate this way:

```java
1: ByteArrayInputStream s = ...;
2: CsvOutputArchive a = new CsvOutputArchive(s);
```

2. Thrown exceptions. A method of a library can throw exceptions that are declared by another library. In the following code, a method of Thrift throws a J2SE exception.

```java
1: try{
2: TServer server = ...;
3: server.serve();
4: ...
5: }catch(Exception ex){
6: ex.printStackTrace();
7: }
```

3. Extensions. A type of a library can extend types that are declared by another library. For example, MapIterator of Apache extends Iterator of J2SE, so in the following code, it allows calling the methods of J2SE:

```java
1: IterableMap iterableMap = ...;
2: MapIterator it = iterableMap.mapIterator();
3: while(it.hasNext()){
4: Object key = it.next();
5: ...
6: }
```

Typically, a library is not supposed to be used with any other libraries, except J2SE. Figure 2 shows that more than 80% of usages call no more than two libraries. As shown in the above code samples, when two libraries are called, in about 90% of cases, one of them is J2SE. These observations lead to our seventh finding:

**Finding 7.** More than 80% of API usages call only one or two API libraries.

The result indicates that it is sufficient if researchers add J2SE to other libraries in their evaluations. Although more libraries can be called together, our result shows that such cases are rare.

5.5 RQ5. The Length of API Usage

For each API graph, we calculated its sum of edges and nodes. Here, we count both edges and nodes, since both reflect the complexity of calling APIs. Figure 10(a) shows the boxplot of results. Some methods call many API elements, so their API graphs are quite large. To better present the results, we set the upper bound of its vertical axis as a hundred. Despite of some large outliers, Figure 10(a) shows that the medians are about ten, which is small.

Gabel and Su [13] show that the number of mined real specifications become smaller, when they try to mine longer specifications. We notice that their mined specifications call about ten methods at the most. The result is consistent with ours, since the medians are also about ten. For longer specifications, it can be difficult to collect adequate API graphs.

Zhong and Su [87] analyzed thousands of bug fixes, and they find that a bug fix typically includes fewer than five API-related repair actions. Based on this finding, they suspect that an API usage is typically short. Our result provides a positive evidence to their hypothesis, since the medians are all small.

In Figure 10(b) and Figure 10(c), we build the boxplots for strict orders and partial orders separately. Figure 10(b) shows that strict orders are shorter, and about half of strict orders are method pairs. This point explains why many approaches (e.g., [83]) produce positive results, although they mine only method pairs. Figure 10(c) shows that partial orders are larger, which poses extra barriers for mining. The results lead to the eighth finding:

**Finding 8.** API usages are typically short, but some exceptional usages can be lengthy. In addition, partial orders typically involve more API elements than strict orders.

5.6 RQ6. The Frequency of API Usage

We use \( A \) to denote the API elements of an API library, and for each project, we use \( A_i \) to denote called API elements. Based
on the two definitions, we calculate the percent of called API elements as $\frac{|\bigcup A_i|}{|A|}$. Figure 11 shows the results in the descending orders of API classes, methods, and fields, respectively. We find that for most libraries, only a small portion of APIs are called. Several libraries have exceptionally high percent. After inspection, we find that they are all small libraries. For example, the noggit library declares only seven classes. Although programmers often use several classes of the library, these classes already cover about half of its declared API classes.

In Figure 11 we add markers to the points of J2SE. Although our subjects have more than two million lines of code, they call only less than 10% of API elements for most libraries. A library may be called by more than one project. For these libraries, we further calculate the percent of commonly called API elements as $\frac{|\bigcap A_i|}{|A|}$. Figure 12 shows that even fewer API elements are commonly called. In Figure 12 we also use markers to denote the points of J2SE. This observation lead to our following finding:

**Finding 9.** Only a small portion of APIs are explicitly called by client code, and even fewer APIs are commonly called.

Our results are largely consistent with other studies (e.g., [9], [38], [69]). If we analyze more projects, we anticipate that more APIs will be called, but the trend still holds. For example, Ma et al. [38] analyzed 39 Java projects. In total, they find that only about twenty percent of J2SE methods are called.

Although many API elements are never called, from the viewpoint of API designers, they are still important, since they can be frequently called by other API elements. Removing such unpopular API elements can lead to the change of its functionality or even the failure of compilation.

We must warn that the real percent can be higher, since API designers may not release all public code elements as APIs. However, our results reveal a practical issue of the research on APIs. Researchers have proposed various approaches that rely on client code (e.g., mining specifications [90] and recommending code samples [21]). For these approaches, it is extremely difficult to achieve high recalls of API usages, even if millions lines of code are collected. For example, Borges and Valente [9] analyzed 396 Android projects, and they complain that about forty percent of Android API methods are never called. Their approach [9] mines frequent call sequences for Android APIs. As most APIs are not frequently called, they successfully mine specifications only for fewer than ten percent of methods. Indeed, many unpopular APIs are important, and can later become popular. Furthermore, some rarely used APIs can be useful in specific tasks. For example, researchers can have to use APIs that are rarely used in production code, when they implement tools for instrumenting and debugging purposes. It can take much more effort to learn unpopular APIs, since it is rather difficult to find their existing code samples. The lack of client code places a barrier for learning API usages from client code, but also reveals the opportunities to learn their usages from other sources (e.g., API documents [84], [92]).

In summary, our results show that many APIs do not have sufficient client code. To understand their usages, we have to refer to other data sources (e.g., documents).

### 5.7 Threats to Validity

The threat to internal validity includes our technical choice of intra-procedural analysis. Although it eliminates the bias over frequently called client methods, it can split an API usage into separate graphs, which can have negative impacts on our findings. Although inter-procedural analysis can be useful in some cases, its impacts on our study are mixed. For example, Section 5.2 show that extended types and wrappers show partial usages, but neither inter-procedural analysis nor intra-procedural analysis can extract their full usages, if they are not called in other client code. As another example, inter-procedural can produce extremely long API call sequences, in which irrelevant API usages mix up. The threat could be reduced by splitting usages with API calls that indicate the beginning and the end of an API usage, but it can take nontrivial effort to identify such API calls. The threat to internal validity also includes WALA and its built system dependency graphs. WALA can fail to analyze some methods, and build wrong system dependency graphs. The threat could be reduced with more advanced tools. In addition, existing approaches can use other representations than system dependency graphs to encode API usages. As their representations and ours describe the same usages, it is feasible to interpret our findings according to the differences of representations. The threat to external validity includes that although we analyze millions of lines of code, our projects are limited and all in Java. The threat could be further reduced by introducing more subjects in future work.

### 6 Interpretation of Our Findings

For mining specifications, we interpret our findings as follows:

1. **Data source.** When evaluating their approaches, if researchers select individual libraries as subjects, they should consider both their chosen libraries and J2SE (Finding 7). Although some popular APIs are intensively called, many APIs are rarely called (Finding 10). As a result, there is a strong need for mining specifications from other sources than client code.

2. **Extraction techniques.** Researchers should pay more attention to static API fields and methods (Finding 1). It is reasonable for existing approaches to focus on method calls (Finding 2), but when researchers mine graphs or automata, they should extract API field accesses (Finding 3). Extracting API usages for individual API libraries can lose information, but it is sufficient in many cases if the J2SE is included during analysis (Finding 7).

3. **Mining techniques.** Sequence-based approaches are suitable to mine single-type API usages, and graph-based approaches are suitable to mine multiple-type API usages (Findings 5 and 6). As API usages are typically short, researchers can tune their mining techniques accordingly (Finding 8). As there is a need for other data sources than client code, corresponding techniques are required to handle other types of data (Finding 10).

4. **Formats of specifications.** Both sequence-based approaches and graph-based approaches have their unique values in defining
multi-type and single-type API usages (Finding 4). Researchers can include fields in their specifications (Finding 2), especially when they mine graphs or automata (Finding 3).

Our study mainly focuses on mining specifications. Although this research field is intensively studied, the interpretations on this specific research field can be narrow, since the research on APIs covers much more topics than mining specifications, as we discussed in Section 5. Researchers who work on different topics can have different interpretations on our findings. As the topic is highly relevant, although we tried our best to be fair, the wide audience can have different opinions on our findings, and our interpretations are not final. Other researchers can replicate our study and provide their insights, which can deepen our knowledge on APIs and make their research more solid.

7 Related Work

Mining specifications. Ammons et al. [5] mine automata for APIs. Follow-up researchers [13, 18, 19, 26, 34, 53] refine their approach, and other researchers [49, 50] mine graphs. Robillard et al. [60] show that automata and graphs are equivalent for specifications. The research in this line can be reduced to the grammar inference problem, and can be solved by corresponding techniques (e.g., the k-tail algorithm [7]). Li and Zhou [29] extract method pairs, and other researchers [63, 71] improve their approach in more complicated contexts. Engler et al. [16] extract frequent call sequences, and other researchers [58, 77] improve their approach with more advanced techniques. Furthermore, researchers [28, 39, 73] encode mined sequences as temporal logic. The research in this line can be reduced to sequence mining [3]. Murali et al. [44] lean specifications in the format of Bayesian networks. All the above approaches are concerned with call sequences. Ernst et al. [17] infer invariants to define rules for variables. Smith et al. [67] infer relations between inputs and outputs. To define more detailed API usages, researchers [36, 74] produce more informative specifications by combining frequent call sequences with invariants. Some mined specifications can be simple. Researchers [18, 26] fuse simple specifications into more lengthy and complicated ones, and other researchers [11, 56] use test cases to enrich mined specifications. Our findings are useful to improve the above approaches.

Working with APIs. Instead of proposing a mining technique, researchers also work on other perspectives of APIs. Typical scenarios include migrating API code between different languages [47, 89], searching API documents [68] or tutorials [55], evolving API client code [10, 61], detecting errors in API documents [86], classifying forum threads on APIs [93], embedding API documents with forum discussions [72], and recommending API samples [43, 94] or more effective APIs [23]. Lin et al. [30] learn latent locks in API code to detect deadlocks. Gu et al. [20] learn API usages with neural networks. Our study reveals nine findings that are useful to improve existing approaches.

Empirical Studies on APIs. Researchers conduct empirical studies to understand API usages. These studies cover the knowledge on concurrency APIs [52] or deprecated APIs [59], rules in API documents [41], the evolution of APIs [22, 66, 79], the obstacles to learn APIs [61], the link between software quality and APIs [31], the impact of API changes on forum discussions [32], the practice on specific APIs [46], the mappings of APIs [68], the adoption of trivial APIs [1], and the impact of the type system and API documents on API usability [15]. The prior studies do not fully explore our open questions. Our work focuses on a different research angle, complementing the above studies.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

It has been a hot research topic to mine specifications for APIs, and many other topics on APIs are intensively studied. However, in the research on APIs, some underlying hypotheses are still not fully explored. In this paper, we conduct an empirical study on millions lines of code to further explore API usages. Based on our results, we summarize nine findings and provide our insights to improve the future research on APIs. In our future work, we plan to explore the following two directions:

1. More API usages other than call sequences. Although most existing approaches focus on only legal call sequences, APIs can have other patterns. For example, Nguyen et al. [48] show that some preconditions are followed, when client code calls APIs. As another example, Zhang et al. [85] show that parameters of API methods follow specific patterns. Different techniques are needed to analyze these API usages. For example, it is quite difficult to determine runtime values for static analysis, so dynamic approaches are preferred. There are open questions for these usages, and an empirical study on API usages can provide insights, which needs more effort in future work.

2. The social aspects of API elements. Our built system dependency graphs have similar structures with social networks. It can be feasible to borrow existing social network analysis to analyze the social aspects of API elements (e.g., their roles). In future work, we plan to investigate whether such social aspects are useful to improve the research on APIs.

3. Direct improvements. Our empirical study does not make direct improvements, but our findings are useful for follow-up researchers. For example, we find that evaluating on individual libraries is insufficient and adding J2SE can cover most usages. To show its direct benefits, researchers can redo their evaluations. As another example, Legunsen et al. [27] complain that many false alarms are reported, when they use specifications to detect bugs. Our results show that it is imprecise to encode many multi-type usages as sequences. The imprecision can lead to false alarms. It can be worthy exploring whether it reduces false alarms, if we consider this issue. In future work, we plan to investigate how to make direct improvements with our findings.

4. Empirical studies on specific API libraries. We notice that specific API libraries can have different usages. For example, in Section 5.4 we find that JUnit has more static methods than other libraries. As a result, its usage patterns are different. As another example, in Section 5.2 we find that programmers have to extend the types of antlr, when they implement their own parsers with the library. In practice, many frameworks (e.g., GEF [47]) have similar usage patterns. Instead of calling their methods, programmers have to extend their types, resulting in different usage patterns. In future work, we plan to explore usages of these specific libraries.
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